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Abstract: - Text password is commonly used for the user 

authentication on websites due to its convenience and 

simplicity. However, users’ passwords are easily hack . Firstly, 

users often select weak passwords and reuse the same 

passwords across different websites. User continuously use 

same password causes a domino effect, when we will use  one 

password, she will exploit it to gain access to more websites. 

Second, typing passwords into untrusted computers suffers 

password thief threat. An adversary can launch several 

password stealing attacks to snatch passwords, such as 

phishing, keyloggers and malware. We design a user 

authentication protocol named oPass which leverages a user’s 

cellphone and short message service to thwart password 

stealing and password reuse attacks. oPass only requires each 

participating own phone number, and involves a 

telecommunication service provider in registration and 

recovery phases. Through oPass, users only need to remember 

a long-term password for login on all websites. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

rom few decade ago, generally we use text password  

for authenticate the system. People has been use user 

name and password for authentication when people or user 

register their account on website. For successful login.user 

have to recall their password for authentication. Generally 

dictionary attacks can be resist by using the password based 

user authentication. Many times user select or choose large 

or long password for their account but it is quite difficult to 

memorize the password. Many time user select simple and 

short  password to remember it may led to the unsecureness 

of your account .Reuseness of password may lead to the 

losesensitive or important information stored in different 

accounts on web. 

                      Most of the time password hacker comprises 

their password. this one is known as password reuse 

attack.That type of problem are accured due to negative 

influence of human factor. So it is important to take 

consideration of human factor while designing the 

authentication system. Till now, many researcher have 

developed or investigated a variety of technology to reduce 

negative factor of influenced by human in authentication 

.since human have more capability for memorizing 

graphical password than text than text password. There are 

several graphical schemes to address human‟s password 

recall problem. 

 The password management tool is an alternate 

way.This tools automatically generated strong password 

which are used for addressing password reuse and recall 

problem.The main advantages is user have to know master 

password for access management tool .Now graphical based 

password and password management tool suffers from 

drawback. 

                            Although graphical password is great 

concept but it is not widely used or it is not widely 

implemented. Password management tool work properly but 

user does not have trustworthiness about their privacy.When 

you use password reuse attack the effect of attack take into 

consideration.There are lot of types of attack one of them is 

phishing it is widely used. 

                           We developed or proposed user 

authentication protocol named „OPASS‟. It used users 

cellphone and sms services to prevent unauthorized access. 

The  concept of OPASS is developed for to make user free 

to memorize the password .It is the major advantage of 

OPASS authentication OPASS uses cellphone which are 

used to show the generated one time password on 

screen.SMS is used as a communication media in OPASS. 

 

Fig1:-Architecture of oPass  Authentication system. 
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II .BACKGROUND 

                     In one time password strategy,users show only 

secure feature or privacy of communication media.It uses3G 

connection for communication which plays vital role in 

recovery of OPASS. 

A) OTP - 

            The password which are generated only once in 

secure way,after that same string will not appear next time.It 

is generated by hashing.For make our authentication more 

secure we use one time password in reverse order so 

attacker can not guess next one. 

B) SMS Channel - 

Telecomunication  system provide a communication 

services for one time password generation using SMS we 

construct a secure authentication agaist password 

hacking,SMS shows the transmission of telecom system 

hence it is widely used. 

C) 3G Connection - 

3G services provide secure way of preventing user and 

signal data attack.It provide better integrity across attack.3G 

services are used for safely transmit and receive 

information. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND ASSUMPTION 

     In this technology, it will be consider the different 

password attacks afterword it introduce to invented our new 

technology architecture like using algorithm also called as 

OPASS technology.Itmake some reasonable assumption. 

A). Literature Survey :- 

1. We discussed new security encryption technology 

to identify authentication process using opassalgo. 

2. We discussed the application of security 

technology in the activity of improving bank 

services efficiency. 

3. We discussed to constructed anti money laundering 

systems for monitoring and analyze the 

transactions of bank services. 

B) Problem Defination: 

                                        Today mostly many users are 

largely access the internet services that will be as like 

banking transaction, online web service, shopping and other 

that also needed the authentication using simple text 

password. For applying text password has several critical 

disadvantages. 

                 The user create their password for help of there 

respective understandable criteria ,for that when the user 

create a password its help easy to remember and ifthe user 

uses the different web application that time user will uses 

their common password for multiple different user 

authentication purpose because of the user can‟t remember 

the complex and difficult password.Some websites generate 

authorized user password as random string to access for 

maintain high entropy. 

Problem Defination Causes 

Easy remember password Week password 

Complex and different 

password 

User forget their password 

,authentication failed 

 

Table1:problem definition chart for ordering password. 

Therefore to ovewcome the following above causes that we 

proposed new technology for providing authentication of 

critical application for use of OPASS user authentication 

algorithm that also called as OPASS .The main object of 

this technology to protecting the business application to 

provide the authentication for user can easily memorized 

their own unique password. 

In this technology we implemented the set of equation that 

gives the one time password on user serviceable device 

like(mobile) in that the mediator is acommunication channel 

this is providing communication between 

them,thealgorithem standard are provide SMS for secure 

medium of user authentication sending and receiving the 

OTP(one time password)that OTP checks thegiven user is 

authorized or not and finally them provide the Authenticate 

Access. 

C) Architecture of Opass and its Assumption - 

        In this Architecture the OPASS contain following 

terminology like wise, mobile/cellphone, user, webserver, 

browser, communication channel or medium. 

   Above assumption are implemented OPASS technology 

1) Every user that will access the given application 

have unique phone number andthe given user will 

be interact for such application. 

2) The user cellphone is full secure or virus free can 

safely input the long term password. 

3) The communication medium like 

TSP(Telicommunication service provided) is 

already registered by the registration and recovery 

phase of web server. 

4) The TSP will interact to communicated 2G or 3G 

connection for protecting there transmission. 

5) The telecommunication service provider the web 

server establish a secure socket layer(SSL)tunnel 

help of SSL protocol .The TSP can verify the 
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server that protecting to authenticated by the 

different password stealing attacks. 

6) If the application user loses her cellphone that time 

she can notify her TSP to disable her lost sim card 

and applay a new card with previous phone number 

therefore the user can using recovery phase using 

them new cellphone. 

IV. OPASS 

The OPASS is standard protocol implemented in such 

algorithm called OPASS that consist of three different 

phases like registration phase,recoveryphase,login phase. 

A) Overview - 

The OPASS can implementing different phase of 

OPASS.The OPASS can utilizes user cellphone as for 

accessing the critical application for providing better 

authentication. 

                      The Opass algorithm providing phases of 

security measure that mainly divided the different security 

phase that classified theset of protocol as divided into 

login,recovery,registration.In registration the user register 

the own detail like name,email address and there phone 

number that uses to received the OTP and login phase the 

Opass provided the combination string that producing 

unique password and recovery phase is used to if the lost 

our SIM that time this phase provided service of to 

recovering there password.For make user authentication. 

                 While starting the study user has to complete the 

questionaries.All the operation are introduced by them such 

as logging into account,registering and logging via 

cellphone.They check whether they understand the 

procedure or not then they proceed to complete test which 

include. 

1) Setting up system -It include installing application on 

system and registering cellphone on system. 
2) Registering for an account -User have to install the 

registration software on cellphone then user fill the 

form and submitted to website. 

3) Logging into website:While submitting the 

information to the server then user type password 

into cellphone and submit to the server.The 

authentication becomesuccessfull if it is show a 

successful message on cellphone. 

V. EXPERIMENT DESIGN 

Here we implement the Opass and study about the 

performance and usability of Opass. 

A) Prototype implementation - 

The Opass is implemented in different phases.It include 

mobile program running on android smartphone,firefox 

browser and webserver with window OS and internet 

modem.ThisOpass uses client server architecture with 

TCP/IP network .phone connectto the server via WI-FI for 

communication.All the functions are built on 

firefoxbrowser.The main functions of browser is to forword 

data from server to smartphone during login.As soon as user 

enter into login phaseit automatically setup TCP server 

socket 

B) User study - 

                  To check the performance of Opass.We setup a 

team of 24 candidate of which 8 are female all of them are 

university candidate from various department among them 

few person are from computer department they have 

knowledge about computer and most of the person they 

don‟t  have any knowledge about cellphone security and 

most of person do not have any knowledge about 

smartphone. 

 

VI. COLLECTECTED RESULT 

So overall our data analysis can be identify the our new 

technology system of Opass system and to estimate its 

performance. 

A) Usability Evaluation - 

The User will access the various type of websites and 

also reused the same password that will generated the 

security risks so this fact can consider to be consider to 

be consistent with our obersevation about for using the 

week password that time in ratio of usability 90% 

website does not supported to login successful while it 

will not give there correct password so that behind 

reason many user suggested that Opass technology for 

beliving that general websites do not need high 

authentication security level. 

 

B) Performance Evaluation  -  

The performance evaluation of Opass technology that 

will consider the five user for analysingther 

performance one side for many (as considered five) 

login process that time the performance of system can 

categories by the different senario like SMS delay of 

register and login phase and OTP processing means if 

the multiple user are make login the given such a 

webside that time Opass works Properly to shown there 

greater performance as follow table. 

 

Table2:Performancce Overview In Opass 

 

 Msg.Delay Total 

Avg. Time(S) 10.0 31.0 

 

(min.max)(s) 7.12 11.59 
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C). Registration Phase. 

 

The avg time can be divided the whole process of there 

registration and min.time means the minimum time is 

needed to complete each login process a max is 

maximum time consume by the process that complete 

whole work of login & authentication 

Also The Provided Successful Login OTP In My Mobile 

Device To Access Them To Make Login . 

CONCLUSION 

We proposed the Opass authentication by using cellphone 

and SMS service for password stealing and reuse attack. 

                     In the designing of of the Opass system we 

consider the negative point influenced by human 

factor.InOpass there is need tomemorize password only 

memorize users cellphone password.Opass is the first user 

authentication protocol to prevent stealing of password 
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